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We prove a general Chebyshev inequality for monotone functions in higher
dimensions. This result generalizes the classical one-dimensional inequality and
recovers some extensions already known for product weights. In all cases we find
the best constant in the inequality. We also consider the case of more general
operators. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Ž . w xLet f and g be positive decreasing or increasing functions on 0, a .
Then the inequality
a a a
f x dx g x dx F a f x g x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H
0 0 0
holds and a is the best possible constant. This is known as the Chebyshev
Ž w x.inequality for monotone functions see 4 . It has been extensively studied
Ž w x.and generalized in many directions see 2 . Here we consider the follow-
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ing multidimensional generalization:
THEOREM 1.1. Let f : R n “ R , ; j s 1, . . . , m, be measurable andj q q
Ž . Ž . n Ž .decreasing or increasing functions. If u x s Ł u x , thenis1 i i
my 1 m m
u x dx f x u x dx G f x u x dx.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł ŁH H Hj jž /n n nR R Rjs1 js1q q q
w xFor other generalizations and applications see 5]7 and the references
given there.
Remark 1.2. If n ) 1, then Theorem 1.1 is false in general, for a
general weight, i.e., which is not of product type. For example in the case
m s 2, n s 2 we can find decreasing functions f and g and a weight u
such that the inequality
u x dx f x g x u x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hž /2 2R Rq q
G f x u x dx g x u x dx 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
2 2R Rq q
1 1w x w x w x w xdoes not hold. In fact, let R s 0, = 0, 1 and R s 0, 1 = 0, , take1 22 2
f s x and g s x , and define u s x . Then the left-handR R ŽR j R ._ŽR l R .1 2 1 2 1 2 1Ž .side of 1 is equal to zero, while the right-hand side is equal to .16
In this paper we prove a multidimensional Chebyshev type inequality
Ž .with different weights not necessarily of product type and different
parameters. We solve completely the case when the weights are equal and
not of product type. Our results generalize and unify several previous
results concerning Chebyshev's inequality. We also prove some new in-
equalities of Chebyshev type for linear operators applied to monotone
functions. To facilitate our discussions later, we introduce some necessary
notation and conventions: We consider measurable, nonnegative and de-
Ž . n Žcreasing increasing functions f : R “ R , j s 1, . . . , m here and in thej q q
Ž .rest of the paper ``decreasing'' ``increasing'' means that f is decreasing
Ž . . Ž .increasing on each variable . We use the notation 0 F f x 0 F f › forj j
Ž . Ž .such a function. Let M , m , M , m , j s 1, . . . , m, denote s-finite mea-j j
xŽ .sure spaces. Moreover, for every x g M , we let ds y denote a positivej j
measure on R n , andq
T f x s f y ds x y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Hj j
nRq
j s 1, . . . , m.
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Our proofs are heavily dependent on the ideas introduced and devel-
w xoped in 3 . We recall here two definitions and the main theorem proved
w xin 3 .
Ž . n ŽDEFINITION 1.3. a We say that a set D ; R is decreasing andq
. Ž .write D g D if the function x is decreasing in each variable .d D
Ž . n Žb Similarly, we say that a set I ; R is increasing and writeq
. Ž .I g D if the function x is increasing in each variable .i I
Ž .DEFINITION 1.4. a Given 0 - p F q - ‘ and T , T as before, we set1 2
1rqqH T x dmŽ .ž /M 1 D 11C s C p , q , T , T s sup . 2Ž . Ž .n n 1 2 1rpp
DgD d H T x dmŽ .ž /M 2 D 22
Ž .b Similarly, we set
1rqqH T x dmŽ .ž /M 1 I 11Ä ÄC s C p , q , T , T s sup . 3Ž . Ž .n n 1 2 1rpp
IgD i H T x dmŽ .ž /M 2 I 22
Ž .THEOREM 1.5. Let C be as in 2 and let 0 F f x.n
Ž .a If 0 - p F 1 F q - ‘, then
1rq 1rp
q p
T f x dm x F C T f x dm x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H1 1 n 2 2ž / ž /M M1 2
Ž . Ž .b If T s Id, 0 - max 1, p F q - ‘, then1
1rp1rq
pqf x dm x F C T f x dm x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H1 n 2 2ž / ž /nR Mq 2
Ž . Ž .c If T s Id, 0 - p F min 1, q - ‘, then2
1rq 1rp
q pT f x dm x F C f x dm x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H1 1 n 2ž /ž / nM Rq1
Ž .d If T s T s Id, 0 - p F q - ‘, then1 2
1rq 1rp
q pf x dm x F C f x dm x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H1 n 2ž / ž /n nR Rq q
In all cases C is the best constant.n
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Remark 1.6. A similar theorem holds for increasing functions. The best
Ž . Ž w x.constant in this case is that defined in 3 see Theorem 2.4 in 3 .
Ž .The main results of this paper Theorems 2.2, 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 are
stated and proved in Section 2. In Section 3 we prove some complementary
results and present some applications.
2. THE MAIN RESULTS
Our main interest is now to prove Chebyshev's inequality in R n for m
functions and general indices and with the best constant. As in the case
Ž w x. Žm s 1 see 3 we show that the geometry plays an important role while
.in the case n s 1 this property is hidden and we have to consider the
wider classes of sets defined previously, instead of the simpler class of
Žrectangles see Theorem 2.6 for an example where both classes give the
.same condition .
DEFINITION 2.1. Denote
C s C p , q , T , j s 1, . . . , mŽ .m , n m , n j j
1rq jq jmŁ H T x dmŽ .js1 M j D jž /j js sup , 4Ž .1rp
D gD mH dmj d Ž .F Djs 1 j
Ž .where D is the family of decreasing sets, as in Definition 1.3 a .d
Ž .THEOREM 2.2. Let C be defined by 4 and 0 F f x, ; j s 1, . . . , m.m , n j
Ž . Ž .a If 0 - p F min 1, q - ‘, ; j s 1, . . . , m, thenj
1rpp1rq jm m
q jT f x dm x F C f x dm x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł ŁH Hj j j m , n jž /ž / nž /M Rjs1 js1qj
Ž .b If T s Id, 0 - p F q - ‘, ; j s 1, . . . , m, thenj j
1rpp1rq jm m
q jf x dm x F C f x dm x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł ŁH Hj j m , n jž / ž /n nž /R Rjs1 js1q q
In both cases C is the best constant.m , n
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Ž .Proof. a By induction, it suffices to prove the statement for m s 2.
Ž .According to Theorem 1.5 c we have
1rq1
q1T f x dm xŽ . Ž .Ž .H 1 1 1ž /M1
1rqq 11 1rpH T x x dm xŽ . Ž .Ž .ž /M 1 D 1 p1F sup f x f x dm xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 1 21rp ž /p nRH f x dm xDgD Ž . Ž .Ž . qd D 2
for all decreasing functions f . Multiplying by1
1rq2
q2T f x dm xŽ . Ž .Ž .H 2 2 2ž /M2
we get
1rq 1rq1 2
q q1 2T f x dm x T f x dm xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H1 1 1 2 2 2ž / ž /M M1 2
1rq 1rqq q1 21 2H T x x dm x H T f x dm xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž / ž /M 1 D 1 M 2 2 21 2F sup 1rppH f x dm xDgD Ž . Ž .Ž .d D 2
1rp
p
= f x f x dm x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 1 2ž /nRq
Ž .By using Theorem 1.5 c again, we find that
1rq 1rqq q1 21 2H T x x dm x H T f x dm xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž / ž /M 1 D 1 M 2 2 21 2C s sup sup2, n 1rppH f x dm xf x DgD Ž . Ž .Ž .2 d D 2
1rqq 22H T f x dm xŽ . Ž .Ž .ž /M 2 2 22s sup sup 1rpp 0DgD f x nH f x x x dm xŽ . Ž . Ž .d 2 Ž .R 2 Dq
1rq1
q1= T x x dm xŽ . Ž .Ž .H 1 D 1ž /M1
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1rqq 22H T x dm xŽ .Ž .Äž /M 2 DŽ x . 22s sup sup 1rp 0H x x dm xDgD Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä ÄDgDd D Dd
1rq1
q1= T x x dm xŽ . Ž .Ž .H 1 D 1ž /M1
1rq1rq q 2q 1 21H T x x dm x H T x dm xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Äž / ž /M 1 D 1 M 2 DŽ x . 21 2s sup .1rpH dm xŽ .Ž .Ä ÄD , DgD D l Dd
Ž . Ž .b The proof is essentially the same as in a . Here we use Theorem
Ž .1.5 d .
Ž .To finish the proof, we observe that C is the best constant both in am , n
Ž .and b simply by evaluating the operators for the decreasing functions
f s x , j s 1, . . . , m.j D j
DEFINITION 2.3. Denote
Ä ÄC s C p , q , T , j s 1, . . . , mŽ .m , n m , n j j
1rq jq jmŁ H T x dmŽ .js1 M j I jž /j js sup , 5Ž .1rp
I gD mH dmj i Ž .F Ijs 1 j
Ž .where D is the family of increasing sets, as in Definition 1.3 b .i
We give now the corresponding theorem for increasing functions.
Ä Ž .THEOREM 2.4. Let C be as in 5 and let 0 F f ›.m , n j
Ž . Ž .a If 0 - p F min 1, q - ‘, ; j s 1, . . . , m, thenj
1rpp1rq jm m
q j ÄT f x dm x F C f x dm x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł ŁH Hj j j m , n jž /ž / nž /M Rjs1 js1qj
Ž .b If T s Id, 0 - p F q - ‘, ; j s 1, . . . , m, thenj j
1rpp1rq jm m
q j Äf x dm x F C f x dm x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł ŁH Hj j m , n jž / ž /n nž /R Rjs1 js1q q
ÄIn both cases C is the best constant.m , n
Proof. To prove the sharpness of the constant, we just have to apply
the hypothesis to the increasing functions f s x , j s 1, . . . , m, I g D .j I j ij
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The rest of the proof is essentially the same as in Theorem 2.2. Here we
Ž . Ž . w xuse Theorem 2.4 c and d in 3 .
We will also present a mixed variant of Theorems 2.2 and 2.4.
THEOREM 2.5. Let
CU s CU p , q , T , i s 1, 2Ž .n n i i
1rq 1rq1 2q q1 2H T x dm H T x dmŽ . Ž .ž / ž /M 1 D 1 M 2 I 21 2s sup ,1rpH dmŽ .DgD , IgD D l Id i
DlI/B
and 0 F f x and 0 F f ›.1 2
Ž . Ž .a If 0 - p F min 1, q - ‘, j s 1, 2, thenj
1rpp1rq j2 2
q j UT f x dm x F C f x dm x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł ŁH Hj j j n jž / n ž /ž /M Rjs1 js1qj
Ž .b If T s Id, 0 - p F q - ‘, j s 1, 2, thenj j
1rpp1rq j2 2
Uq jf x dm x F C f x dm x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł ŁH Hj j n jž /n n ž /ž /R Rjs1 js1q q
In both cases CU is the best constant.n
Ž . Ž . Ž . w x Ž .Proof. a We use Theorem 1.5 c and Theorem 2.4 c in 3 . b We
Ž . Ž . w xuse Theorem 1.5 d and Theorem 2.4 d in 3 .
Ž . Ž .In general, it is not easy to calculate the constant defined in 4 , 5 , and
Theorem 2.5. However, we can show that, under some restrictions on the
Ž .weights, the supremum in 4 can be reduced to a much simpler class of
Ž .decreasing sets intervals , and this is now something easier to compute.
Ž . n Ž .THEOREM 2.6. If 0 - p F q - ‘, ¤ x , x , . . . , x s Ł ¤ x ,j j 1 2 n is1 j, i i
Ž . n Ž .; j s 1, . . . , m, and u x , x , . . . , x s Ł u x , then1 2 n is1 i i
1rq jmŁ H ¤ x dxŽ .Ž .js1 D jjsup 1rp
D gD mH u x dxŽ .j d Ž .F Djs 1 jjs1, . . . , m
1rq jm a aj , 1 j , nŁ H ??? H ¤ x dxŽ .Ž .js1 0 0 js sup . 6Ž .1rpmin a min aj , 1 j , na )0 H ??? H u x dxŽ .Ž .j, k 0 0
ks1, . . . , n
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Proof. By induction, it suffices to prove the theorem for m s 2. We
w xuse Theorem 2.5 in 3 .
1rq 1rq1 2H ¤ x dx H ¤ x dxŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .D 1 D 21 2sup 1rp
D gD H u x dxŽ .j d Ž .D l D1 2
js1, 2
1rq2 1rq1H ¤ x dxŽ .Ž .D 22s sup sup ¤ x dxŽ .H 11rp ž /D 0D gD D gD H u x x x dx 1Ž . Ž .1 d 2 d Ž .D D2 1
1rq2a a2 , 1 2 , nH ??? H ¤ x dxŽ .Ž .0 0 2s sup sup 1rpa a2 , 1 2 , n 0D gD a )0 H ??? H u x x x dxŽ . Ž .1 d 2, k Ž .0 0 D1ks1, . . . , n
1rq1
= ¤ x dxŽ .H 1ž /D1
1rq1H ¤ x dxŽ .Ž .D 11s sup sup 1rp 0a )0 D gD H u x x dxŽ .2, k 1 d Ž .D w0, a x= ??? =w0, a x1 2, 1 2 , nks1, . . . , n
1rq2a a2, 1 2, n
= ??? ¤ x dxŽ .H H 2ž /0 0
1rq 1rq1 2a a a a1 , 1 1 , n 2 , 1 2 , nH ???H ¤ x dx H ???H ¤ x dxŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0 1 0 0 2s sup sup .1rp
a )0 a )0 2H u x dxŽ .2, k 1, k Ž .F w0, a x= ??? =w0, a xjs 1 j , 1 j , nks1, . . . , n ks1, . . . , n
Remark 2.7. The same kind of proof can be used to show that in
Theorem 2.6 we can also consider increasing sets but now the intervals are
w . w .of the form a , ‘ = ??? = a , ‘ .j, 1 j, n
3. FURTHER RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS
We give now a complementary variant of Theorem 2.2.
THEOREM 3.1. Let
D s D p , q , T , j s 1, . . . , mŽ .m , n m , n j j
1rq jq jmŁ H T x dmŽ .js1 M j D jž /j js inf , 7Ž .1rpD gDj d mH dmŽ .F Djs 1 j
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where D is the family of decreasing sets, as in Definition 1.3, and f isd j
decreasing, ; j s 1, . . . , m.
Ž . Ž .a If 0 - max 1, q F p - ‘, ; j s 1, . . . , m, thenj
1rpp1rq jm m
q jT f x dm x G D f x dm x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł ŁH Hj j j m , n jž /ž / nž /M Rjs1 js1qj
Ž .b If T s Id, 0 - q F p - ‘, ; j s 1, . . . , m, thenj j
1rpp1rq jm m
q jf x dm x G D f x dm x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł ŁH Hj j m , n jž / ž /n nž /R Rjs1 js1q q
In both cases D is the best constant.m , n
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as in Theorem 2.2. We use
Ž . Ž . Ž .here Theorem 1.5 b in the proof of a and Theorem 1.5 d in the proof
Ž .of b .
To prove that D is the best constant we just have to apply them , n
hypothesis to the decreasing functions f s x , D g D , j s 1, . . . , m.j D j dj
Remark 3.2. Similarly, we can give complementary variants of Theo-
rems 2.4 and 2.5.
Next we present the following illustrative corollary of Theorems 2.2
and 3.1:
COROLLARY 3.3. If 0 F f x, ; j s 1, . . . , m, thenj
Ž .a
m mŁ H T x dmjs1 M j D Jj jinf f x dm xŽ . Ž .ŁH j
nmH dmD gD R js1j d F D qjs 1 j
m
F T f x dm xŽ . Ž .ŁH j j j
Mjs1 j
m mŁ H T x dmjs1 M j D jj jF sup f x dm x .Ž . Ž .ŁH j
nmH dm R js1D gD F D qj d js 1 j
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Ž .b
m mŁ H dmjs1 D jjinf f x dm xŽ . Ž .ŁH j
nmH dmD gD R js1j d F D qjs 1 j
m
F f x dm xŽ . Ž .ŁH j j
nRjs1 q
m mŁ H dmjs1 D jjF sup f x dm x .Ž . Ž .ŁH j
nmH dm R js1D gD F D qj d js 1 j
All inequalities are sharp.
Proof. The proof follows by applying Theorems 2.2 and 3.1 with q sj
p s 1, ; j s 1, . . . , m.
Remark 3.4. A similar corollary can be given for increasing functions
and for the mixed case.
Ž . Ž . n Ž .Remark 3.5. If u x s ¤ x s Ł u x , T s Id, q s p s 1, ; j sj is1 i i j j
1, . . . , m, then
my 1
C s u x dx ,Ž .Hm , n ž /nRq
i.e., exactly the constant in Theorem 1.1.
Remark 3.6. If
a py1 a q y1ju x s x ??? x x x , ¤ x s x ??? x x x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n w0, ax j 1 n w0, ax
n w xT s Id, p F q, ; j s 1, . . . , m and a g R , we obtain Theorem 2.1 in 1 .j q
Remark 3.7. For the case n s 1, it is easy to show that if the constant
C is finite then, using Theorem 2.6, one has that a necessary conditionm , 1
1Ž .for the weights ¤ , j s 1, . . . , m is that ¤ g L R . Moreover, if wej j q
p Ž . q jŽ .denote by A the best constant for the embedding L u ; L ¤ , thenj dec j
m Aj1r qk5 5C s ¤ max .Ł 1m , 1 k 1r q j5 5js1, . . . , m ¤ks1 1j
In particular, if we consider the weights
u x s log py1 x q 1 x x r x q 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž0, a.
q y1j¤ x s log x q 1 x x r x q 1 , p F q ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .j Ž0 , a. j
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for j s 1, . . . , m and a ) 0, then we have the following sharp inequality
Ž .for decreasing functions f :j
1rq jq y1m ja log x q 1Ž .
q jf x dxŽ .Ł H jž /x q 10js1
1rppy1ma log x q 1Ž .
pF C f x dx ,Ž .ŁH jž /x q 10 js1
where
p1r p log my 1 a q 1Ž .
C s .m 1r qkŁ qks1 k
Ž .Remark 3.8. The condition we have found for the constant C in 4m , n
Ž . Žcannot be replaced, for general weights, by the simpler condition 6 see
w x.Remark 3.1 in 3 .
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